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ABSTRACT 
There has been less focus on writing proficiency since No Child Left Behind came into 
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effect. Among high school graduating seniors, less than 50% are above or at the average level of 
writing proficiency. 
This grant program will focus on improving writing skills and nurturing good writing 
habits by using research-based strategies. Throughout the Writers in Top Shape (WITS) 
program, students will be motivated to write through workshops, lectures, and practice. 
The funding requested through The National Endowments of the Arts will go towards 
establishing a writing tutoring program within middle schools of Menominee County, Michigan. 
Research-based lessons with qualified tutors will be at the heart of the academic program. 
WITS will use public presentations, monthly progress reports, and constant 
communication to make the project results known. Through documentation of instruction and 
lesson plan reflections, WITS will be utilized for future use. The program's website will also 
have related information posted on a frequent basis including: progress, reflection, and detailed 
recordings (audio, video) of program's instructional activities. 
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Chapter I: Introduction 
In the current climate, writing has been pushed to the background due to the part of the 
No Child Left Behind Act's (NCLB) academic mandates on school accountability. With schools 
worried about Title I funding which is based on reading and math scores, time allotments have 
been increased for those subjects by taking away from the arts, sciences, physical education, and 
recess (Manzo, 2008). 
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"Although there is much good work taking place in our classrooms, the quality of 
writing must be improved if students are to succeed in college and in life" (National Commission 
on Writing in America's Schools and Colleges, 2003, p. 7). These words represent the voices of 
many that see writing more as a basic skill rather than an addition to reading or English 
instruction. The National Commission on Writing was motivated by concern that the quality of 
writing was not proficient enough for the United States (2006, p. 3). The commission also 
questioned the new addition of writing as a subtest to the SAT or SAT Reasoning Test in 2005. 
With this additional SAT portion and questions regarding writing proficiency, writing 
practices have been on the agendas of numerous professional and federal organizations 
concerned with improving this basic skill. "Writing today is not a frill for the few, but an 
essential skill to the many" (National Commission on Writing in America's Schools and 
Colleges, 2003, p. ii), meaning that writing is part of education that should not be estimated less 
important than other SUbjects. The implementation of a tutorial program that aligns itself with 
school systems (Appendix C) that are struggling with the weight ofNCLB accountability and 
standardized testing may be deemed necessary to help students in school, college, and life. 
The writing center suggested in this proposal has the potential to improve writing 
proficiency levels by graduation. This program is a continuous form of support (tutoring) for 
students. To achieve improvement, students are long-term enrolled based on their individual 
need, similar to individualized math or reading program. 
The tutors' willingness to support and guide good writing practices at the middle school 
level will enrich learning attitudes. To instill such motivation, the writing center will be an 
academic resource of workshops and experienced tutors for the students. 
Statement of Problem 
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According to the U.S. Department of Education, "businesses complain that they have to 
spend millions of dollars teaching employees the basics of reading and writing" (National 
Institute of Education, 1984, p. 2). Furthermore, the National Commission on Excellence in 
Education (National Institute of Education, 1984) and the U.S. Department of Education (Turner, 
2006, p. 45) reported that the qualitative and the quantitative writing needs of graduating seniors 
are not taught early enough. Establishing a middle school writing tutorial program could 
significantly improve writing skills that are needed in business and communication. Current 
educational systems have not met the growing need for better writing skills. 
Purpose of the Project/Grant Proposal 
The purpose ofthis proposal is to obtain the financial resources necessary to develop an 
"across the curriculum" (Zinsser 1988) expository writing center/lab(s) for middle school 
students in Menominee County, Michigan. The locations of promising sites to establish writing 
centers would be in Carney-Nadeau Area Public Schools in Carney, Michigan; North Central 
Area Public Schools in Powers, Michigan; Stephenson Area Public Schools in Stephenson, 
Michigan; and Menominee Area Public Schools in Menominee, Michigan. 
Assumptions of the Proposal 
This proposal is in response to a request from the National Endowments for the Arts: 
Learning in the Arts for Children and Youth (Appendix B). At this time, there are no plans to 
submit the proposal for funding so the grant is being written for a hypothetical middle school 
writing improvement program. 
Definition of Terms 
Across the curriculum: William Zinsser (1988) wrote, "It was an idea based on two 
principles: learning to write and writing to learn" (p. 16). This means that students practice 
writing by writing. Gary Hadley (1977) also supported and wrote, "Children generally learn to 
write only as a direct result of the physical act of writing" (p. 92). In regards to the proposed 
writing center, it represents that writing can/is done in all subjects taught; it is not just a part of 
literary circles, literacy programs, and English courses. 
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Conventions: This general term encompasses spelling, grammar, punctuation, layout, and 
capitalization in writing. These are editing tools used by writers "to clarify and enhance 
meaning" (Spandel, 2005, p. 2). 
Expository: This form of writing is used more in science, social studies, and math than 
language arts because it explains or elucidates rather than tell a story. Expository is writing that 
focuses on a main topic with supporting facts in coherent, logical, detailed order. 
Language arts: According to the Michigan Department of Education's (1996): 
The English language arts are the vehicles of communication by which we live, 
work, share, and build ideas and understandings of the present, reflect on the past, 
and imagine the future. Through the English language arts, we learn to appreciate, 
integrate, and apply what is learned for real purposes in our homes, schools, 
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communities, and workplaces. The English language arts encompasses process 
and content- how people communicate as well as what they communicate. 
Process includes skills and strategies used in listening, speaking, reading, writing, 
and viewing. Content includes the ideas, themes, issues, problems, and conflicts 
found in classical and contemporary literature and other texts, such as technical 
manuals, periodicals, speeches, and videos. Ideas, experiences, and cultural 
perspectives we discover in texts help us shape our vision of the world. The 
insights we gain enable us to understand our cultural, linguistic, and literary 
heritages. (p. 15) 
Narrative writing: A form of writing that tells a story. A good narrative must have 
introduction, rising and falling action, climax, and a resolution. To many students and teachers, 
this represents a form of creative writing (poetry, plays, novels, short stories, etc.), historical 
essays, or autobiographical sketches. 
No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB): This broad educational policy has influenced schools 
and fueled debates involving concerned parties because ofthe consequences of noncompliance. 
In 2008, the act was revised with sanctions that ranged from school-provided tutoring to the 
closure of poor-performing schools ("No Child," 2009, April 29). The Public Broadcasting 
Service's (PBS) news program, "Frontline" (Tulenko, 2002) summarized the original as follows: 
The No Child Left Behind Act of2001, President George W. Bush's education-
reform bill, was signed into law on Jan. 8,2002. By all accounts, it is the most 
sweeping education-reform legislation since 1965, when President Lyndon B. 
Johnson passed his landmark Elementary and Secondary Education Act. 
(Technically, the new bill is a reauthorization and revision of that 1965 
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legislation.) It dramatically increases the role of the federal government in 
guaranteeing the quality of public education for all children in the United States --
with an emphasis on increased funding for poor school districts, higher 
achievement for poor and minority students, and new measures to hold schools 
accountable for their students' progress -- and in the process dramatically expands 
the role of standardized testing in American public education, requiring that 
students in grades 3 through 8 be tested every year in reading and math. 
Project-based learning: According to the writing and mentoring center, 826 National 
(826national, n.d.), this is a method of learning that culminates with a final project (i.e. 
newspaper, book, etc.). In the proposed writing center, the final project will be based upon 
student achievement level, normal class/teacher requirements, and student personal goals. 
Qualitative needs: The definition of this term, in relation of proposed grant, is the need of 
additional professional training and educational resources 
Quantitative needs: In relation to this proposal, this term represents the increasing 
frequency of writing practice, activities, and tutorial sessions. 
6+ 1 trait writing model: The technique is based on what teachers look for in writing 
(Appendix D). Besides originality, this term has the variables: voice, ideas, organization, word 
choice, sentence fluency, conventions, and presentation (Spande12005). In terms of this 
proposal, all traits will be incorporated to enhance the writing process taught in writing centers. 
Writing process: This term has long been taught linearly (checklist format) in classrooms 
with basic steps: invention, drafting, revising, editing and proofreading, and publishing. This 




Chapter two will discuss the past and current literature of writing programs in upper 
elementary and middle school (5-8) classrooms. This chapter will also discuss current techniques 
and the benefits of writing. Chapter three will discuss the grant project's goals to develop and 
integrate a writing center into four different school systems in a rural Michigan county (Figure 
1). Chapter four will address the implementation of the grant. This chapter will include timeline, 
budget, evaluation and dissemination plans. 
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Chapter II: Literature Review 
Introduction 
This chapter will discuss the past and current literature of writing programs in upper 
elementary and middle school (5-8). Nationally, studies have shown that graduating seniors lack 
writing proficiency (Turner, 2006). In the state of Michigan, there has been inconsistency in the 
provision of writing opportunities for students across the grade levels. According to Michigan's 
Office of Educational Assessment and Accountability, only 52% of entering junior high students 
are meeting the basic requirements of proficient writing (Michigan Dept. of Education, 2007). 
National writing beliefs have been developed that reflect how technological 
developments have impacted writing instruction. Writing programs across the county will be 
presented that illustrate the incorporation of these beliefs through techniques that enhance 
writing skills. The effective therapeutic use of a writing environment, which includes procedures 
that reflect the child's level of development, will be discussed. 
Current Status 
Bradley writes, "Writing is the ignored stepchild of reading ... Students who struggle to 
write too often construe writing as perfect spelling and grammar and/or neat penmanship" 
(Bradley & Lock, 2001, p. 1). Educators do expect students' writing to contain correct 
conventions of print. However, in the early 1980's, the actual writing process usage was 
integrated into language arts block as well (Bruning, et al., 2004; Greene, 1991; Zinsser, 1988). 
Educators want more time with the writing process; however, state and college testing still 
emphasizes the technical elements such as: spelling, grammar, paragraph formation, and topic 
identification (Bradley & Lock, 2001, p. 118; Brouillet, 1975, p. 9; Bruning et al., 2004; 
Michigan Department of Education, 2005a). 
According to U.S Department of Education, in 2002, only one-fourth of 12th-grade 
students were "at or above" writing proficiency levels (Turner, 2006, p. 45). Some educators 
argue it is because of the No Child Left Behind policy (NCLB) which involves academic testing 
at elementary grade levels. With NCLB, students are tested yearly to monitor and increase state 
grade proficiency by 2014. If any school does not meet NCLB criteria every year, or every two 
years if already targeted, students are allowed to transfer and the school is reevaluated and 
reorganized; both mean the loss of money (National Education Association, n.d.). 
Another disagreement is that standardized testing takes away from regular class time. 
Academic testing, such as Michigan Educational Assessment Program (MEAP), evaluates 
language arts, math, social studies, and science in 3rd_5th grade (Appendix E). School time is 
spent more on "teaching for the test", than practicing what has been learned. Many qualified 
middle school teachers are teaching the basic material and not allowing time to practice and 
improve writing skills (FairTest, 2008; Lynch, 2007; Scheiber, 1988, p. 4). 
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Spandel (2005) wrote, "Many people ... are concerned that students cannot write and ... 
are not receiving the instruction they need" (p. 368) which is supported by many (Bradley & 
Lock, 2001; Gregg, Coleman, Davis & Chalk, 2007). High school educators are seeing a trend of 
computer-texting within essay writing, lack of organization, and coherence (Bronner, 2009; 
Ross, 2007). In today's world businesses are spending more time and money for improving 
employee writing skills (Bradley & Lock, 2001, p. 118; Burns, 1999, p. 47; National Institute of 
Education, 1984). 
Michigan English Language Arts Grade Level Content Expectations. Because of the 
NCLB Act in 2001, Michigan has shifted their state expectations to a more global and open-
minded individual (Appendix C). Michigan want students to be academically successful, 
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contribute to communities, and employers by instilling "personal, social, occupational, civic, and 
quantitative literacy" (Michigan Department of Education, 2005a). 
Through literacy, students master concepts, amass knowledge, and essential skills to achieve 
accomplishments in business, community affairs, and be aware of global issues. Written and 
verbal communications are needed for any successful interaction within school, business, and 
community. These are well described through K-12 expectations (Michigan Dept. of Education, 
2005a; 2005b). 
• Students will be able to write various genres 
• Students will be able to use the writing process to plan, write, and edit 
• Students will be able to add personal style and voice to any writing produced 
• Students will be able to use good spelling, handwriting, and grammar 
• Students will be enthusiastic and be able to speak about their writing through good oral 
communication 
Studies on Writing Centers 
During the early 1980s, New Mexico school administrators and educators addressed 
concerns about low basic writing skills achievements. They designed a pilot program, through 
the study of third and fifth grade level students, to improve narrative, descriptive, and persuasive 
writing. 
Out of this pilot program and the 23-member Elementary Writing Competencies Task 
Force, writing teacher guidelines and student behavioral objectives were delineated in two 
documents. These documents outlined educational benefits from their curriculum mapping 
questionnaires for third and fifth-grade teachers, collecting student writing samples, and previous 
evaluative data results. The simple result of the study was that it outlined a structure to teach 
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basic writing for passing at least three out of four writing tasks and basic skills proficiency 
examination for graduating high school. By having the elementary students adequately prepared 
through the writing program; graduating students were able to accomplish the required four tasks 
of: (a) job application; (b) compare/contrast essay; (c) descriptive theme; (d) business letter. 
Through New Mexico's Elementary Level Writing Competencies Project (ELWCP), 
diverse students worked on writing improvement, therefore, passing the New Mexico Basic 
Skills test to receive a "state endorsed passing seal" upon graduating from Albuquerque and 
Santa Fe high schools (Scheiber, 1998). In the graduating class of 1982, 75% of the graduating 
seniors proved that they could competently write. The EL WCP was also established to refine and 
establish better teaching writing practices throughout New Mexico. 
They reaffirmed that: 
1. Writing should be taught as early as kindergarten. 
2. Writing assignments should be relevant to curriculum or topic taught. 
3. Writing should be done frequently with diverse tasks. 
4. Teachers should attend writing workshops to continue learning new techniques. 
5. Teachers and students should have access to libraries, internet, and material. 
6. Administrators should support and allow writing time in their schools. 
Another program is 826 National; it is a writing center originating in San Francisco, 
California. Recently, it has expanded to New York, Ann Arbor, Chicago, Los Angeles, Seattle, 
and Boston. It is a "non-profit tutoring, writing, and publishing organization" (826 National, 
n.d.). This after-school program for children ages 6 through 18, excites students about writing 
through one-on-one tutoring, workshops, field trips, in-school presentations and tutoring, and 
publishing student works. The program also helps English Language Learners (ELL) with 
summer literacy programs. 
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In 826 National, various experienced and/or accredited volunteers teach students by 
giving them ownership of the learning process. The only teaching goal of the organization is to 
have the students achieve, share, and publish; a project-based teaching method (Whyte, Lazarte, 
Thompson, Ellis, Muse, & Talbot, 2007). This personalized method offers a safe working 
environment for creativity and needed tutoring. 
Environment. The National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) believe that 
environment is not just about physicality; it about the attitudes of the teacher and students as they 
proceed with writing. It is stated as beliefs (Writing Study Group ofthe NCTE Executive 
Committee, 2004): 
• Composing occurs in different modalities and technologies 
• Literate practices are embedded in complicated social relationships 
• Writing has a complex relationship to talk 
• Reading and writing are related 
• Conventions of finished and edited texts are important to readers therefore to writers 
• Writing grows out of many purposes 
• Writing is a tool for thinking 
• Writing is a process 
• People learn to write by writing 
• Everyone has the capacity to write, writing can be taught, and teachers can helps students 
become better writers 
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Writing is an intimate medium. Through library use, peer-editing, and workshops, the use 
of small groups boosts peer feedback and aid; many writing programs incorporate NCTE beliefs 
(Appendix D). Schools and organizations, like 826 National, deem physical environment, as well 
as mental attitudes, are also important for students to successfully write. Many schools address 
the physical environment by grouping students at tables, instead of desks, by having low teacher-
student ratio, enough classroom space for various activities, and the free use of office machines, 
computers, cameras, and source materials/supplies. 
With many students, writing is a frightening and overwhelming process. It is important to 
student achievement for a "person-centered" (Whyte et aI., 2007, p. 12) approach in writing. This 
learning includes "warmth and genuineness, nondirectivity, encouraging challenge and higher-
order thinking, and adapting to individual and social differences" (Coleman et aI., 2007; Whyte 
et aI., 2007, p. 12). By having teachers practice this behavior, they meet students' emotional 
needs such as confidence, safety, and motivation; which in turn, promote better writing and 
retaining grammar skills within students (Bradley & Lock, 2001; Bruning et aI., 2004; Burns, 
1999). 
Benefits of Writing 
With any established writing center program, students and teachers benefit. According to 
Sarasota Magazine (1999), writing has been a healthy output for emotions for 24% - 47% of their 
two groups of asthma and rheumatoid arthritis sufferers. Dr. Stone relates that writing also 
positively changes blood pressure, heart rate, and immunity (Burns, 1999). Another supporter, 
Kay Wilhelm, an Australian consultant psychiatrist, states that the use of writing about traumatic 
experiences has improved moods, increases student grade points, reduces absenteeism, etc 
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(Baikie & Wilhelm, 2005). This can be beneficial for middle school students who are struggling 
with personal and/or behavior difficulties. 
Through writing centers, students are given more practice; therefore, improving 
confidence, motivation, and ability (Bradley & Lock, 2001; Greene, 1991; Hadley, 1977; Turner, 
2006; Zinsser, 1988). These programs facilitate teachers by being an extra teacher away from the 
classroom; by helping individual students who are having a difficult time writing in the 
classroom. This freedom for the teachers would allow their students to pay attention in class, 
participate, and be more enthusiastic about writing (Michigan Department of Education, 2005a). 
Techniques 
Educators, through teaching methods, have been introduced to numerous techniques, 
ideas, and motivational tactics to involve students in the writing process. Since the revision of 
Michigan Language Arts Standards (Appendix C) and the signing ofNCLB Bill, schools have 
been using numerous methods to ensure writing proficiency. The most influential is the 6+ 1 Trait 
Writing Model (Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, 2001). 
6+ 1 trait writing model. The original writing rubric of the 6+ 1 Trait framework was 
created in 1984 by teachers for teachers by Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory 
(NWREL) (Spandel, 2005). The idea behind its use was to have a guideline to assess writing 
through its elements and message. The traits listed below have also been interwoven into 
national and numerous states' standards. 
• Ideas: the main message with supporting details 
• Organization: the skeleton or outline of the writing 
• Voice: the style and confidence of the writer 
• Word choice: words or phrases to make the story vivid 
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• Sentence Fluency: the flow of the sentences and its ability to be read 
• Conventions: the editing and polishing of the writing 
• Presentation: the final project in some visual or oral format 
A singular advantage of the 6+ 1 Trait Writing framework is its usage in all class subjects 
that have any writing assignment (Appendix D). Math, social studies, and reading have used 
some, if not all, traits to assess students objectively. Unlike previous models of assessment, the 
6+ 1 Trait Writing Model is flexible to take in student individuality, is straightforward to use 
because descriptors make scoring easy, and have common language for student use, as well as 
teachers (Hoover, February 2001). 
Chapter III: Project Goals and Objectives 
In this chapter, we will discuss the goals and objectives of this project. The significance 
of conducting this research will be focused on in the concluding remarks. 
Writing is a skill that is needed in everyday life; whether it is a quick message about 
dinner or an email sent to a friend about a funny anecdote. Needless to say, English writing 
assignments are still seen as unnecessary exercises in creative writing, or not needed in real-
world life. This connotation can change if writing is made a part of everyday and of every 
subject. 
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Consistency, practice, and expert teachers are the keys to motivate the students to write 
well and often. The primary aspirations of Writers in Top Shape (WITS) are to enhance students' 
writing ability and improve writing proficiency. Through decreasing students' fears of writing, 
outside factors that impact motivation, and increasing classroom and topic flexibility, WITS will 
facilitate a sustainable writing program that runs congruent with middle school curriculum and 
need. 
To achieve the goals stated below, WITS has identified objectives that will guide the 
program. These objectives are italicized within each goal. 
Goal 1: To Improve and Nurture Writing Ability 
The first goal ofthis project is to create a psychologically and developmentally writing 
program appropriate for middle school students lasting two calendar years. The program will 
focus on improving writing skills and nurturing good writing habits by using research-based 
strategies. 
Tutors will use strategies based on expected practice and current methods. Our Writers 
in Top Shape (WITS) will be ideally that type of program working in congruency with local 
school curriculum (Appendix C). Therefore, by using both Michigan Department of Education 
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(MDE) English Language Arts standards and the Six-Trait Model of Writing, students will learn 
writing competency. 
Students will be motivated through personal interaction and flexibility. Throughout the 
WITS program, students will be motivated to write through workshops, lectures, and practice. 
The products will be just as important as the process; however, it is the process that will be 
mostly practiced. Each WITS class designation will have the foundation of language arts 
standards in accordance to corresponding grade level (Appendix C). Styles and genres will be 
flexible enough so that students will have option of choosing topics. 
Within the structure of the program, students will benefit from instruction and continuous 
practice from experienced tutors and licensed teachers. Students will be able to enjoy the 
flexibility of a writing group with the constraints of curriculum standards that include: genre, 
handwriting, process, personal style, grammar and usage, and spelling. Also, students willieam 
and understand that clear communication skills are essential in business and mental 
development. 
The educational community will be aware and cooperate to integrate writing with daily 
use. With cooperation of the local schools, WITS personnel will be aware of upcoming school 
writing assignments. They will be able to elaborate on school instruction, give practice or 
tutoring to WITS participants. Teachers, administrators, and parents will be part of the structured 
program. 
Goal 2: Data Collection 
Data will be collected from teachers and students before, during, and after completion of 
the program to evaluate writing skill progress in and outside the classroom. 
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Middle school teachers will be surveyed about the greatest needs in English Language 
Arts (Appendix F). This will establish a working relationship with WITS and middle school 
teachers to monitor students' progress through monthly discussions and open communications. It 
will also allow WITS to devise individualized writing guidance for all students based on 
classroom lesson plans. 
Students will be pretested to ensure proper writing instruction. Students will be asked to 
write about a free topic and will be evaluated using the grade level appropriate Six-Trait Model 
of Writing rubric (Appendix D). 
WITS tutors will record students' progress on a weekly basis. Tutors will record students' 
motivational energy, writing topics, self-assessment of work, and any notable improvements. 
This will be available to students, teachers, and parents through monthly progress reports or upon 
request. 
Goal 3: Assess Project Outcomes 
Project goals and outcomes will be assessed by the principle investigator during and upon 
the completion of the project. 
Monthly interviews of the teachers will be used to assess the usefulness of the program in 
improving students' classroom writing. 
Monthly interviews of students will be used to assess improvement of writing motivation 
and interest. 
The yearly Michigan Educational Assessment Program (MEAP) test, or a similar 
standardized test, and monthly teacher-based 6+ 1 Trait Writing Model evaluated rubrics will 
provide evidence of middle school student's writing skills. 
Recorded evidence of student writing will be compiled. 
Data will be collected weekly through audio-visual recordings, documented lessons 
and/or tutor reports. The collection of data will be constant factor through the entirety of the 
project. 
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The future of the program will be based on results of assessments and the availability of 
funding. 
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Chapter IV: Methodology 
This chapter will outline the implementation for the project upon receiving the grant. The 
action plan is presented in the timeline along with descriptions of the eva luation tools and 
di ssemination procedures. Finally, the budget will be detailed. The locations of the proposed 
writing centers in Menominee County, Michigan, are shown below. 
Figure I. Menominee County, Michigan' with inserr2 depicting writing center localities. 
I From "Map of Michigan highlighting Menominee County," by D. Benbennick, 2006. Retrieved June 13, 
2009, from http://en.wikiped ia.orgiwikilFilc: Map_of_Michigan_highlighting_Menominee_County.svg . 
Adapted with permission of the author. 
2 From "Menominee County Map," by S. Wyatt, n.d. Rctrieved June 13,2009, from 
http: //michigan.2have fun. com/maps/menomineccollnty.shtml . Adapted with permi ss ion of the author. 
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Action Plan and Timeline 
First year, jil'st semester. Each school district has sl ightly different procedures fo r 
approval. Some may wish the Writers in Top Shape (WITS) program brought to a school board 
meeting, into a curri culum and agenda meeting, or in private group meetings. However, the 
meetings can invo lve key personnel: superintendent, principal, curriculum coordinator, teachers, 
and parents to decide acceptance of the WITS program and fo r permission to use thei r bui ldings 
and/or classrooms. 
At these meetings, evidential data, like yearly testing of loca l students through the 
Michigan Educational Assessment Program (MEAP), will be discussed (Appendi x E). Testing is 
fro m October to February for thi rd- through ni nth-grade students, WITS will have to rely on 
previous year's MEAP results (Appendi x G) . Results for current year are avail able in April of 
the next calendar year; firs t to the schools and parents, then to the Michi gan's Department of 
Education website. However, the interpretation of prev ious year's test results will be discussed 
with the school's MEAP coordinator fo r problemati c assessment areas (Appendix G) . The 
communication with the MEAP coordi nator will help establish the writ ing needs of incoming 
fifth- through eighth-graders o rthe fo ur school districts. 
Table I 
Menominee COllnty Wriling Cenlel' Timelinefol' Year I Semeslel' J 
Summer-
September 
The ty wi ll be 
a wa re/coopera t i ve/i ntegrate 




Check previous MEAP scores of 
state and districts for upcoming 
meetings 
Seek permission from the four local 
school boards and various 
principals at school b03.od/private 
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• Q & A with local school boards, 
PTAs, teachers, and parents at 
curriculum meetings 
October- The community will be • Announce in local newspapers of 
December awa re/cooperati ve/i ntegrate upcoming activities 
writing with dail y use • Ask MEAP coonlinators of any 
problem areas observed during 
review sessions and/ol' testing 
• Hire 5 WITS tutors to help start 
program (preferred teaching 
back2round) 
First year, second semester. The program Writers in Top Shape (WITS) will offi ciall y 
begin in late January. A walk-in service will be provided to students to assist with essays or 
classroom writing assignments. 
As WITS progresses throughout the rest o f the school year, it will meet constantl y with 
teachers and gather contact in formation and/or student information from surveys or sample 
writings. Informal teacher contact would have begun in the previous semester; however, 
continuous communication throughout thi s semester is still necessary. It will be about lessons in 
the classroom; possible writing needs of students seen in test and MEAI' scores, and other related 
topics. WITS can then design a program around the various topics taught in the classroom. It is 
through these same teachers that possible student candidates are discussed fo r the program. 
Preliminary to the start of the summer program, fourth- through sixth-grade teachers will 
be surveyed about their students (Appendix E) by the middle of the second semester. This survey 
(Appendix E) will serve as an admission form into WITS. With constant refl ection and 
communicati on of teaching practices and teachers, WITS will have established procedures of 
teaching and aiding students with more specific focus. A di scussion of the progress of the wa lk-
in service of WITS will be held. All this will be thoroughl y reported and discllssed at open 
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monthly progress WITS meetings as indicated in Menominee County Writing Center Timel ine 
(Table 2; Table 3; Table 4; Table 5; Table 6). 
The last major task of the WITS agenda is to confirm summer session details. WITS will 
also design and create summer lesson plans based on what was taught in past academic school 
year. Thi s will be a time to contact and meet parents of possible summer students. 
Table 2 
Menominee Counly Writing Cenler Time/ine (01' Year / Semester 2 
Beginning Status 
Date 
January Tutors will use strategies • Talk with middle and junior high 
based on expected practice teachers after permission again 
and current methods from superintendent/principals. 
This will be about MEAP, surveys, 
previous lessons, and current 
clllssroom attitude toward writing 
• Asl, for volunteer tutors within 
schools and let them observe hired 
WITS tutors/attend WITS 
January and nurture • Design walk-in schedule to fit each 
(late in writing school. This service is based on 
the rotating WITS tutors and needs of 
the classroom teacher 
January and nurture • Will begin small as an walk-in/sent 
writ ing in-school sen'ice located in library 
0" conference room in multiplc 
middle schools 
• Talk with administration about 
summer use of classrooms in 
and Menominee schools 
February The community wi ll be • Send informational packet out to :111 
a wa re/cooperati ve/i ntegra te parents of upcoming official 
wri ting with daily use beginning of summer prognull with 
information 
February Tutors will use strategies • WITS talks of summer weekly 
based on expected practice schedule format 
and current methods • Set/create goals with local 
curriculum and Michigan ELA 
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Beginning Goal/Obj ective Acti vity Status 
Date 
March Data collection • Speak morc with teachers about 
prc-sUJ"Vcy rcsults 
March Assess project outcomes • WITS monthly progrcss rcport and 
talk about rcfining summer 
program scheduling 
January- Assess project outcomes • Monthly progrcss mccting of 
May studcnt/tutor 
April • Re-contact schools to confirm 
buildings' usc for summer session 
April Data co llection • WITS mect and discuss wall{-in 
scrvice cffectiveness and/or usc 
• Possiblc discussion of MEAP results 
April :» Tutors will use strategies • Bcgin drafting lesson plans for 
based on expected summer scssions from teachers' 
practice and current Icsson plans 
methods 
:» The community will be 
aware/cooperative/integr 
ate writing with daily use 
April • Send and receive permission slips 
and send summcr schedulc to 
Jlarcnts 
May • Finish WITS summcr lesson plans 
May Data collecti on • Survey tcachers about walk-in 
scrvice continuing 
May The community will be • Contact parcnts, of cntcring 
aware/cooperative/integrate summcr students, to discuss the 
writing wi th daily use stuclcnt, ,'cview contact information, 
ctc 
Firsl year, summer, Upon the end of the school year, summer students will have been 
confi rmed for the WITS program and eventuall y pre-tested for writing ability grouping. The 
WITS program staff will begin meeting weekl y for updates and di scus ion of the sessions. 
Students during the summer session will focus on using the wri ting traits (i. e. editing, 
organization) with an ending student writing project. By post-testing students for assessment 
purposes, the WITS program will have documented proof of its validity. Another way to enforce 
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WITS goals, a parents' night will be held to award each student who has improved on some 
aspect of the writing process andlor 6+ I Trait Writing Model (Appendix D), 
Table 3 











w l',';n, " with use 
~ Data collection 
> Assess project outcomes 












Start summer sessions of writing 
Pre-test students tlu'ough grade-
Group students with strong/weak 
abil 
WITS weekly meetings for updates 
Hi-monthly contact with parents of 
students' progl'css 
Monthly meeting to compile 
information to submit grant agency 
Post-test students about learned 
material 
Use vari 
Last day of WITS summer 
scssion/parcnt night 
Second year, first seme.l'ter, September wi ll be a busy month of evaluating the summer 
sessions, readjusting expectations of the new school year, fi nding more qualified volunteers, 
restarting walk-in services, and meeting teachers and students, Similar to the beginning of the 
program, all middle school teachers wi ll be asked about their writing expectations for their 
classroom, The WITS program will continue their services with the additions of going into 
classrooms to discuss with students the impo11ance of good writing profi ciency and, if feasi ble, 
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Saturday writing workshops fo r students and adults. During the second year (Table 4), events are 
scheduled earli er to allow the ex pansion of WITS programs. 
Table 4 
Menominee County Writing Center Timelinefor Year 2 Semester J 
Status 
• Renew walk-in services and extend 
to schools 
September co llection • WITS meets and evaluates summer 
September Assess project outcomes • WITS discusses new year of 
program 
• Talk about the feasibility of 
monthly Saturday open houses and 
October Improve and nurture • Talk to classes about the importance 
writing of writing in business and what is 
WITS 
• Find more volunteers and hire 
tutors 
• Meet with teachers to talk of new 
r 
The community wi • Send out informntion about after-
aware/ school WITS prog..am 
cooperative/integrate • Ask MEAP cool'dinator permission 
writing with dail y use to sec last year's results 
• Ask MEAP coordinator of any 
pl'Oblem arells observed during 
review and/or test 
nurture • Creatc flexible lesson pillns for 
after-school 
November • Send and receive student 
nurture • Talk w/students about writing and 
writi Is 
September- Assess project outcomes • Monthly progress meetings 
December 
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Second year, second semester. WITS will continue to evolve and find more avenues to 
help students achieve writing improvement. The continued implementation may include 
addi tional tutors or peer-tutors to help the students, supplementary tutorial sessions, classroom 
presentations, and added use of teclUlology to branch to a web-based class program. Table 5 
illustrates WITS continuation. 
Table 5 
Menominee Counly Writing Center Timeline/or Year 2 Semester 2 
Status 
nurture grade students of the 
writing goals and ask for input to add to 
lesson lans 
The community wil l be • Contllct schools fo.· summer use of 
aware/cooperati ve/i ntegrate classrooms 
writing with daily use • Send informational packet out to 
parents of upcoming summer 
session 
• Organize parent night to discuss 
a ware/cooperat i ve/i ntegrate summer session 
with 
January- Assess . outcomes • Monthly progress meetings/report 
to 
February Tutors will use strategies • Modify goals to match local 
based on expected practice curriculum and Michigan ELA 
and current methods 
March • Gather e-mails of teachers for 
contact 
March The community will be • Begin drafting lesson plans for 
a ware/cooperati ve/i ntegrate summer sessions from current 
with use teachers' lesson 
March • Send permission slips and summer 
to 
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Beginning Goal/Objecti ve Activity Status 
Date 
April • Rc-contact schools to confirm 
buildings 
May Data collection • WITS meet aod discuss walk-in 
scrvicc effectiveness and/or use 
• Possible discussion of last year's 
MEAl' rcsults 
May Assess project outcomes • End after-school WITS program 
and evaluate 
May • Finish WITS lesson plans for 
summcr program 
May Data collection • Survey tcachers about walk-
in/after-school 
May The community will be • Contact parcnts of ncw summer 
aware/cooperati ve/ i n tegrate students to discuss student, contact 
writing with daily use informntion, cte. 
Second year. Slimmer, Upon the end of the school year, entering summer students wi ll 
have been assessed and grouped based on writing needs, The WITS members will begin meeting 
week ly for updates and discussion of the sessions, The summer sessions are considered as 
reviewing and practicing of the writing process (Le, drafting, editing, presentati on) with an 
ending student project. The completion of the summer session is through post-testing and 
parents ' night to award student who have improved on some aspect of the writi ng process 
and/or 6+ I Trait Writing Model (Table I), 
Table 6 
Menominee Counly Wriling Cenler Timeline for Year 2 Slimmer 
June Data collection 
June Improve and nurture 
• Start summer sessions of writing 
• Pre-test students through grade 
• Group students either by writing need 
some other effi cient 
Status 
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Beginning Goal/Objective Acti vity Status 
Date 
June- Data collection • WITS weekly meetings for updates 
August 
J une- The community will be • Bi-monthly contact with pa.·cnts of 
August aware/cooperati ve/i nte gra te studcnts' prog.·css 
writing with daily use 
June- » Data collection • Monthly progrcss mceting and 
August » Assess project outcomes rcport to grant agency of p.·og.·css 
August Data collection • Post-test st udents about learned 
material 
• Use various testing methods 
August The community will be • Last day of WITS sUlllllle.· 
aware/cooperative/integrate session/parcnt night 
writing with daily use 
Evalualion and Tools 
Though difficult to eval uate the effectiveness of the WITS program itse lf, the best 
alternative is to assess the participants (Jones, 200 1). There are at least three evaluation tools to 
consider; in which, two are done through the schools themselves. 
The Michigan Educational Assessment Program (MEAP) is a standardi zed test, meaning 
that it is given to assess third- through eighth-grade scholastic abi lities for state-funding 
(Appendix E). Tests are administered by the MEAP coordinator in October and the spring. WITS 
is concerned with on ly one section for evaluation purposes: Engli sh language arts. By studyi ng 
previous years' scores during the WITS program, assessment of the program may be attained 
(Appendi x G). Another incentive is that the objective rubrics and practice tests of the English 
language arts (grade 3-8) are readi ly accessible for use by WITS tutors. 
Consistent academic in-class writing, by teachers, in the schools, wou ld indicate students ' 
performances in language arts. These are built around Michigan ' s Language Arts Expectations 
(Michigan Department of Education, 1996; 2005a; 2005b). By willing teachers sharing the 
subjective results; WITS will have documented evidence of success or failure. 
The last type of assessment is performed within the WITS program. At the end of the 
summer program or the end of each semester of the walk-in service, there will be a writing 
evaluation/student project with each student. It will be based on the 6+ 1 Trait Writing Model 
Assessment Rubric (Appendix D). This form of grade appropriate assessment will also be used 
by WITS tutors and students in judging progressing work (feedback). 
Dissemination Plan 
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As "writing is one of the most complex tasks" (Bruning et aI., 2004, p. 291), Writers in 
Top Shape's (WITS) success or failure is subjective. However, through The National Writing 
Project's endeavors, pilot programs like Santa Fe's Elementary Writing Competencies Task 
Force (Scheiber, 1988) and at West Tualatin View Elementary School where Vicky Spandel's 
trait model began (Creating writers . .. , 2005, p. xi), WITS personnel's are similarly committed 
to strengthen students' abilities to the organizational planning and revising processes to place 
clarity into written text (Bruning et aI., 2004, p. 297). 
WITS will use biannual public presentations, monthly progress reports, and constant 
communication to make the project results known to parents, teachers, colleagues, etc. The 
awareness scope will be through WITS website with daily blogs and weekly testimony. Through 
documentation of the instructional materials/lesson plan reflections, and electronic articles to 
Michigan Department of Education, The National Writing Project, and other nominal 
organizations, the findings and development will reach infinite audiences. The program's 
website will also be a source of weekly and daily information from WITS tutors of progress and 
reflection, including a detailed recording (audio, video) of classroom process. By having all in 
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place, documentation of lesson plans, reflections of each class period, and the hindsight of 




The Menominee County Writing Centers will employ at least five tutors to work in 
Carney, Powers, Stephenson, and Menominee middle schools through the WITS program 
(Figure 1). Because of the various schools, not all tutors will work daily for the two years. The 
estimated $100,000.00 will also supply money to the two summer sessions. Knowing this is a 
great amount; however, it is needed because the program relies heavily on personnel being the 
key to program success. 
Also, because of great traveling distances between schools, the daily wage of our tutors 
will include some travel expense. The rate of tutor pay is based on lowest substitute level wage. 
With voluntary services, business donations, etc., some of the costs may be defrayed or 
minimized. 
Summer custodial services will be needed for maintenance and/or cleaning. However, 
they are on hourly pay, which restricts WITS to have full-time custodians, unlike normal school 
hours. Because of this time-limited custodial responsibility of only a few hours daily, tutors will 
also police each classroom and bathroom before leaving building to inform custodian of need. 
The cost $20,400.00 will be used to pay for 2 or 3 custodians for two years. It is possible to have 
student volunteers and/or Goodwill Industries workers to help defray some of the expenses. 
Equipment 
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Informational material will be standard and easily reused from year to year. Through the 
use ofthe local printing services of ABC Printing or The Menominee County Journal Office, the 
total cost is $700.00. The cost will also include distribution and any mailing costs. 
Phone service and internet service will include communication with colleagues, parents, 
and students through phone calls, emails, and a discussion board set up for WITS use. The 
estimated cost is $2,600.00 per year. 
Teaching supplies and copying services will be $5,600.00. This will include standard 
office supplies (paper, pens, pencils, etc.) and the use of the school's copying machines. Partial 
money will go to the upkeep and supplying paper and toner. 
Building rentals for the summer use of two-three classrooms, and restrooms at three 
building sites, WITS has budgeted $23,600.00. This includes electricity and central air costs. 
Other Expenses 
The least amount of money will be toward advertisement. It is budgeted at $180.00 for 
the running of announcements or articles for the WITS program twice each in the three area 
papers, The Menominee County Journal, The Herald Eagle, and The Daily Press. These papers 
cover the entire Menominee County and will help with coverage ofprogram's duration with free 
press. 
Catering and snacks will rely on local business donations, parent volunteers, and 
potlucks. The estimated $1250.00 will supply beverages, fruit, and paper goods. WITS will 
emphasize that summer sessions would be cold lunch affairs, with beverages and fruit supplied. 
The total budget requested $132,710.00 is an estimation to cover the costs from January 
20_ to January 20_ (Table 6). The mentioned estimation is an ideal budget that may be 
reduced 20% through donations and chargi ng students a nominal registration fee for SUJ11mer 
sessions. 
Table 7 







Phone serv ice/emai l 
service/website 
Teaching supplies (pencils, 




classroom use (includes 
;)~\JU.\JU per contract 
plus $100.00 per@ 24 
calls 
2 $ 1,600.00 
per summer (2) $2,000.00 
Menominee, Stephenson, 
and Powers each 
;);)IJU.IJU every 3 months for $4,000.00 
24 months 
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Ill. Ot~he~r ~~~======l~~®~~~~:::::==lr4~~Fi!i!i~~==~ 
Adveltisemellt 2 ads @ $40.00 each for $160.00 
Menominee County Journal 
Newspaper 
$40.00 each for The 
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National Endowment for the Arts 
1100 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20506 
Dear Ms. Daugherty, 
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Appendix A: Cover Letter 
Many rural Michigan schools are facing a new crisis in increased graduation credits, in core 
subjects, for high school students in Menominee County. Emphasis is upon final content not 
emergent (middle school) skills that would benefit the ongoing student. As an English teacher, I 
see that learning skills early offers many benefits of higher grades and confidence. My focus on 
literacy, particularly continuous writing practice, is an important issue that I wish to address as a 
graduate student working on my master's degree in education at University of Wisconsin-Stout. 
With a grant from the National Endowment for the Arts, the money will be used to organize, 
facilitate, and implement writing centers for the year 2009-2010 within schools. It is similar to 
the NEA grant-funded 826 National: Valencia organization, located in San Francisco, California. 
My proposed program, Writers in Top Shape (WIT), will work in congruency with Middle 
School curriculum. 
Consistency, practice, and expert teachers are the keys to motivate the students to write well and 
often. By incorporating Michigan Department of Education (MDE) English Language Arts 
standards and the Six-Trait Model of Writing, students will learn writing competency to be 
successful. With your help, students will be taught prewriting skills, aided in school writing, 
providing writing skills to produce more students with average or above writing proficiency, and, 
even aid in student mental well-being through creative writing. 
I have enclosed information for your perusal. I look forward to hearing from you in regards to 
my proposal. If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact me. 
Sincerely, 
Carrie Carlson 
Graduate Student University of Wisconsin-Stout 
Enclosures 
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Appendix C: Michigan English Language Arts Standards fo r Midd le School Students 
Grade Six- WRITING: Writing Genre (W.GN) 
Stlldellts will ... 
write a cohesive narrative piece such as a personal nan-ative, adventure, tall tale, folktale, 
fantasy, or poetry that includes appropriate conventions to the genre, employing elements of 
characterization for major and minor chru'acters; internal and/or external conflict; and issues of 
plot, theme, and imagery. W.GN.06.0I 
write a personal, persuasive, 01' comparative essay that includes organizational patterns 
supporting key ideas. W.GN.06.02 
formulate research questions using multiple resources and perspectives that allow them to 
organize, analyze, and explore problems and pose solutions that culminate in a final presented 
project using the writing process. W.GN.06.03 
Writing Process (W.PR) 
SllIdellts will ... 
set a purpose, consider audience, and replicate authors' styles and patterns when writing a 
narrative 01' informational piece. W.PR.06.0t 
apply a variety of pre-writing strategies for both narrative (e.g., graphic organizers designed to 
develop a plot that includes major and minor characters, builds climax, and uses dialogue to 
enhance a theme) and informational writing (e.g., problem/so lution or sequence). W.PR.06.02 
revise drafts for clarity, coherence, and consistency in content, voice, and genre characteristics 
with audience and purpose in mind. W.PR.06.03 
draft focused ideas for a specific purpose using mUltiple paragraphs, sentence variety, and voice 
to meet the needs of an audience (e.g., word choice, level offormality, and use of example) 
when writing compositions. W.PR.06.04 
proofread and edit writing using grade-level checklists and other appropriate resources both 
individually and in groups. W.PR.06.0S 
Personal Style (PS) 
Stlldellts will .. . 
exhibit personal style and voice to enhance the written message in both narrative (e.g., 
personification, humor, element of surprise) and informational writing (e.g., emotional appeal, 
strong opinion, credible support). W.PS.06.01 
Grammar and Usage (GR) 
Stlldellts will ... 
in the context of writing, correctly use style conventions (e.g., Modern Language Association 
Handbook) and a variety of grammatical structures in writing including indefinite and predicate 
pronouns; transitive and intransitive verbs; adjective and adverbial phrases; adjective and 
adverbial subordinate clauses; comparative adverbs and adjectives; superlatives, conjunctions; 
compound sentences; appositives; independent and dependent clauses; introductory phrases; 
periods; commas; quotation marks; and use of underlining and italics for specific purposes. 
W.GR.06.01 
Spelling (SP) 
Stlldellts will ... 
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in the context of writing, correctly spell fi'equently encountered and frequently misspelled 
words. W.SP.06.01 
Handwriting (HW) 
Studellts will ... 
write neat and legible compositions. W.HW.06.01 
Writing Attitude (W.AT) 
Stlu/ellts will ... 
be enthusiastic about writing and learning to write. W.AT.06.0J 
SPEAKING: Conventions (S.CN) 
Studellts will ... 
adjust their use of language to cOl'runLmicate effectively with a variety of audiences and for 
different purposes by asking and responding to questions and remarks to engage the audience 
when presenting. S.CN.06.01 
speak effectively using rhyme, rhythm, cadence, and word play for effect in narrative and 
informational presentations. S.CN.06.02 
present in standard American English if it is their first language. (Students whose first language 
is not English will present in their developing version of standard American English.) S.CN.06.03 
Discourse (S.DS) 
Studellts will ... 
engage in interactive, extended discourse to socially construct meaning in book clubs, literature 
circles, partnerships, or other conversation protocols. S.OS.06.01 
respond to multiple text types in order to compare/contrast ideas, form, and style; to evaluate 
quality; take a stand and support an issue; and to identify personally with a universal theme. 
S.OS.06.02 
discuss written narratives that include a variety of literary and plot devices (e.g., established 
context plot, point of view, sensory details, dialogue, and suspense). S.OS.06.03 
plan a focused and coherent informational presentation using an informational organizational 
pattern (e.g., problem/solution, sequence); select a focus question to address and organize the 
message to ensure that it matches the intent and the audience to which it will be delivered. 
S.OS.06.04 
Grade Seven- WRITING: Writing Genre (W.GN) 
Stlldellls will .. . 
write a cohesive narrative piece such as a memoir, drama, legend, mystery, poetry, or myth that 
includes appropriate conventions to the genre employing li terary and plot devices (e.g., internal 
and/or external conflicts, antagonists/protagonists, personi ficat ion). W.GN.07.01 
write a research report using a wide variety of resources that includes appropriate organizational 
patterns (e.g., position statement/supporti ng evidence, problem statement/solution, or 
compare/contrast), descriptive language, and informational text features. W.GN .07.02 
formulate research questions using multiple resources, perspectives, and arguments/counter-
arguments to develop a thesis statement that culminates in a final presented project using the 
writing process. W.GN.07.03 
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Writing Process (W.PR) 
Studellts will ... 
set a purpose, consider audience, and replicate authors' styles and patterns when writing a 
narrative 01' informational piece. W.PR.07.01 
apply a variety of pre-writing strategies for both narrative (e.g., graphically depict roles of 
antagonist/protagonist, internal/external contlict) and informational writing (e.g., position 
statement/supporting evidence, problem statement/solution, 01' compare/contrast). W.PR.07.02 
revise drafts to retlect different perspectives for multiple purposes and to ensure that content, 
structure, elements of style and voice, literary devices, and text features are consistent. 
W.PR.07.03 
draft focused ideas using titles, leads, and endings in a variety of text structures to achieve a 
specific purpose for intended audiences when writing compositions. W.PR.07.04 
proofread and edit writing using grade-level checklists and other appropriate resources both 
individually and in groups. W.PR.07.0S 
Personal Style (PS) 
Studellts will ... 
exhibit personal style and voice to enhance the written message in both narrative (e.g., 
personification, humor, element of surprise) and informational writing (e.g., emotional appeal, 
strong opinion, credible support). W.PS.07.01 
Gmmmar and Usage (GR) 
Studellts will ... 
in the context of writing, correctly use style conventions (e.g. , Modern Language Association 
Handbook) and a variety of grammatical structures including palticipial phrases; adverbial 
subordinate clauses; superlative adjectives and adverbs; present, past, future, continuous verb 
tenses; parentheses; singular and plural possessive forms; and indefinite pronoun referents 
W.GR.07.01 
Spelling (SP) 
Studellts will ... 
inlhe context ofwriling, correctly spell the derivatives of bases and affixes. W.SP.07.0t 
Handwriting (HW) 
Studellts will ... 
write neat and legible compositions. W.HW.07.01 
Writing Attitude (W.AT) 
Studellts will ... 
be enthusiastic about writing and learning to write. W.AT.07.01 
SPEAKING: Conventions (S.CN.) 
Studellts will ... 
adjust their use of language to communicate effectively with a variety of audiences and for 
different purposes by using specialized language related to a topic and selecting words carefully 
to achieve precise meaning when presenting. S.CN.07.01 
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speak effectively using slang, dialect, and colloquial language suitably to create interest and 
drama in narrati ve and informational presentations. 5.CN.07.02 
present in standard American English if it is their first language. (Students whose first language 
is not English will present in their developing version of standard American English.) 5.CN.07.03 
Discourse (DS) 
SllIdellls will .. . 
engage in interactive, extended discourse to socially construct mean ing in book clubs, literature 
circles, partnerships or other conversation protoco ls. 5.08.07.0t 
respond to mUltiple text types in order to anti cipate and answer questions, offer opinions and 
solutions, and to identify personally with a universal theme. 5.0S,07.02 
discuss written nalTatives with a variety of literary and plot devices (e.g. , clearly described 
setting, sequenced events, complex major and minor characters, dialogue, suspense, and 
specinc character actions such as gestures, movements, and expressions). S.05.07.03 
plan and deliver a focused, coherent infonnati onal presentation using an informational 
organizational pattern (e.g., theory/evidence, persuasion, sequence) that incorporates 
persuasive, non-verbal teclmiques, and provides exp lanations and descriptions supportive of the 
presentation's focus and the backgrounds and interests of the audience. 5.0S.07.04 
Grade Eight- WRITING: Writing Gelll'es (W.GN) 
SllIdellls will ... 
write a cohesive narrative piece such as poetry, hi storical fiction , science fiction , or reali stic 
nction that includes appropriate conventions to genre employing literary and plot devices (e.g., 
narrator credibility, rising and falling act ions and/or conflict, imagery and transitional 
language). W.GN.OS.OI 
write an historical expository piece such as a journal, biography, or simulated memoir that 
includes appropriate organization, illustrations, marginal notes and/or annotations. W.GN.OS.02 
formu late research questions that demonstrate critical evaluation of multiple resources, 
perspectives, and arguments/counter-arguments that culminate in a presented final project using 
the writing process. W.GN.OS.03 
Writing Process (WP) 
SllIdellls will ... 
set a purpose, consider audience, and replicate authors' styles and patterns when writing a 
narrative or informational piece. W.PR.08.01 
apply a variety of pre-writing strategies for both narrative (e.g., graphic organ izers designed to 
depict rising and falling actions, roles of minor characters, credibility of narrator) and 
informational writing (e.g., compare/contrast, cause/effect, or sequentia l text patterns). 
W.PR.OS.02 
draft focused ideas experimenting with various ways of sequencing information including 
ordering arguments, or sequencing ideas chronologica lly by importance when writ ing 
compositions. W.PR.08.03 
revise drafts for coherence and consistency in word choice, structure, and style; and read tbeir 
own work from another reader's perspective. W.PR.08.04 
proofread and edit writing using grade-level checklists and other appropriate resources both 
individual ly and in groups. W.PR.08.0S 
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Pel'sonal Style (PS) 
Studellts will ... 
exhibit personal style and voice to enhance the written message in both narrative (e.g., 
personification, humor, element of surprise) and informational writing (e.g. , emotional appeal, 
strong opinion, credible support). W.PS.OS.OI 
Grammar and Usage (GR) 
Studellts will ... 
in the context of writing, correctly use style conventions (e.g., Modern Language Association 
Handbook) and a variety of grammatical structures in compositions including infinitives, 
gerunds, participial pluases, and dashes or ellipses. W.GR.OS.Ot 
Spelling (SP) 
Students will ... 
in the context of writing use correct spell ing conventions. W.SP.08.01 
Handwriting (HW) 
Students will ... 
write neat and legible compositions. W.HW.OS.Ot 
Writing Attitude (W.AT.) 
Studellts will ... 
be enthusiastic about writing and learning to write. W.AT.OS.Ot 
SPEAKJNG: Conventions (S.CN.) 
Studellts will ... 
adj ust Iheir use of language to communicate effectively with a variety of audiences and for 
different purposes by using enunciation to emphasize key ideas and concepts when presenting. 
S.CN.OS.OI 
speak effectively using body language including gestures, posture, facial expressions, tone of 
voice, and pace of speaking to enhance meaning and influence interpretation in narrative and 
informational presentations. S.CN.OS.02 
present in standard American English if it is their first language. (Students whose first language 
is not English wi ll present in their developing vers ion of standard American English.)s.CN.OS.03 
Discourse (DS) 
Studellts will ... 
engage in interactive, extended discourse to socially construct meaning in book clubs, literature 
circles, pal1nerships, or other conversation protocols. S.OS.08.01 
respond to multiple text types in order to explore problems and pose solutions supported with 
evidence, take a stand on an issue and support it, and identify personally with a universal theme. 
S.OS.OS.02 
discuss written narratives with a variety of literary and plot devices (e.g., description of relevant 
situations, well-chosen details, relevant dialogue, specific action, and physical description of 
characters). S.OS.OS.03 
plan, outline, and deliver an info rmational presentation using precise and vivid 
language in the acti ve voice; organizing logically to convey the message; applying persuasive 
non-verbal techniques; mak ing use of rhetorical strategies to support the purpose of the 
presentation and to posit ively impact the intended audience. S.OS.08.04 
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Appendix D: The Six-Trait Analytical Wri t.ing Assessment Model with Five-Point Rubric 
1. Ideas-the heart of the message, the main 
point or mai n storyline 
2. Organization-the internal structure 
3. Voice-evidence ofthe writer behind the 
message 
Ideas 
4. Word Choice-the vocabulary or 
terminology 
5. Sentence Fluency-the rhythm and flow, 
how it plays to the ear 
6. Conventions-the mechanical correctness 
of the piece 
This trait addresses the writer's message along with the supporting detail s that deve lop and 
enrich that message. Regardl ess of the type or purpose of writing, ideas should be clear, 
complete, and detail ed. The details should make the paper more interesting and suppOli the main 
ideas. 
A writer sltould do tlt e following: 
• Narrow the topic to something 
speci fi c - don' t try to tell everything 
• Use fresh and ori ginal ideas 
• Have plenty of information before 
wri ting 
• Write from experience 
• Show insight in the wri ting 
• Make the main idea stand out 
• Focus on the details that matter 
• Stay in control of the topic 
• Deve lop the topic in an entertaining 
way 
5 This paper Is clear alUlrfq(~~q . . /~ ,,('"'16 
enrich the centrallhemlJ .ti1i;'t()i')llii~ 
Questiolls for tlte writer: 
• What is my message? 
• [s my message clear? 
• Do [ have enough information? 
• Did I try hard to make it interesting? 
• Ideas are fresh ~"o~lItl 
• The writer seems f41»~ frOm kiloll'ledae or ~.onee and sho. iDsi",.: an 
UIlderstaliding oflifeanlhl,kDaCk lor picking out whatis siP,itioant. 
• Relevant, telling, CAuality detaUs give the reader importtuit tnformation that goes beyond 
the obvious or predictable. 
• The writer develops the tQpic in an enUghtening, purposeful way that makes a point or 
tells a story. 
• Every piece adds something to the whole. 
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1 As yet, the paper has no clear sense of purpose or central theme. To extract meaning from the 
text, the reader must make inferences based on sketchy details. The writing reflects more than 
one of these problems: 
• The writer is still in search of a topic, or has not begun to defme the topic in a 
meaningful, personal way. 
• Information is very limited or unclear. 
• The text may be repetitious, or may read like a collection of disconnected, random 
thoughts. 
• Everything seems as important as everything else; the reader has a hard time sifting 
out what's critical. 
Organization 
This trait addresses the structure of a piece of writing including the thread of central meaning and 
the patterns that hold the piece together. Regardless of the type or purpose of writing, a well-
thought out order of ideas should be apparent. The structure should suit the topic, with a 
consciously planned opening and closing, each paragraph specific to one central idea, and 
transitions that tie the details together. 
A writer should do the following: 
• Have a plan 
• Begin with a strong, inviting lead 
that "hooks" the reader 
• Place supporting details so that they 
fit 
• Use logical and effective structure, 
order, and sequence 
• Use organization that is graceful 
• Give information at just the right 
moment 
• Use connecting words and phrases to 
help the ideas flow together 
Questions for the writer: 
• How does my paper begin? 
• Did I tell things in order? 
• What is the most impOliant thing in 
my paper? 
• How does my paper end? 
o Use a conclusion that gives the 
reader a sense of resolution 
o Use a conclusion that ties everyth ing 
together 
o Use organization that enhances the 
central idea 
5 The organization enhances and showcases the cen/ral idea or stOlyline. The order. structure 
or presentation of information is compelling and moves the reader through the text. 
o Details seem to fit where they're placed; sequencing is logical and effective. 
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o An inviting introduction draws the reader in; a satisfying conclusion leaves the reader 
with a sense of resolution. 
o Pacing is well controlled; the W1; ter knows when to slow down and elaborate, and when 
to pick up the pace and move on. 
o Thoughtful transitions clearly show how ideas connect. 
o. Organization flows so smoothly the reader hardly thinks about it. 
3 The organizational structure is strong enough to move the reader through the text wilhout 
undue confusion. 
o The paper has a recognizable introduction and conclusion. The introduction may not 
create a strong sense of anticipation; the conclusion may not tie up a.lll.oose ends. 
o Sequencing is usually logical, but may sometimes be so predictable that the structure 
takes attention away from the content. 
o Pacing is fairly well controlled, though the writer sometimes spurts ahead too quickly 01' 
spends too much time on details that do not matter. 
o Transitions often work well; at other times, cOlmections between ideas are fuzzy. 
o The organization sometimes supports the main point or storyline; at other times, the 
reader feels an urge to slip in a transition 01' move things around. 
1 The wriling lacks a clear sense of direction. Ideas, details 01' events seem strung together in a 
loose 01' randomfashion--or else there is no identifiable intel'l1al structure. The writing reflects 
more than one 0.( these problems: 
o Sequencing needs work 
o There is no real lead to set tip what follows, no real conclusion to wrap things up. 
o Pacing feels awkward; the writer slows to a crawl when the reader wants to get on with 
it, and vice versa. 
o Connections between ideas are confusing 0 1' missing. 
o Problems with organization make it hard for reader to get a grip on the main point. 
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Voice 
Voice is the trait that makes the wri ting sound like it belongs to the wri ter. It expresses the 
writer' s personality. It is no! WHAT is written, but HOW it is written. Voice brings a topic to 
li fe . It causes the reader to fee l something and become invo lved with the writer and the writing. 
The type of voice will vary according to the purpose and type of piece, but it should be 
appropriately formal or casual, distant or intimate, depending on the audience and purpose. 
A writer shollld do the following: 
• Write honestly and from the heart 
• Share his/her fee lings about the topic 
• Speak directly to the reader (without 
using YOU) 
• Use language that brings the topic to 
life fo r the reader 
• Care about what he/she has written 
• Write to be read 
• Use more expression than what is in 
an encyclopedia article 
• Give the reader a sense o f the person 
behind the words 
• Connect wi th the reader 
QllestiollS for the writer: 
• Do I rea ll y like thi s paper? 
• Does thi s writing sound like me? 
• Did [ say what I think and feel? 
• How do I want my reader to fee l? 
• Will my reader be interested? 
5 The wriler speaks directly 10 Ihe reader in a way Ihal is individualistic, expressive and 
engaging. Clearly, Ihe wriler is involved in Ihe lexl, is sensilive 10 Ihe needs of an audience, and 
is writing to be read. 
• The reader feels a strong interaction with the writer, sensing the person behind the 
words. 
• The tone and voice give flavor to the message and seem appropriate for the purpose 
and audience. 
• Narrative writing seems honest, appealing, and written from tbe heart. 
• Expository or persuasive writing reflects a strong commitment to the topic, and an 
effort to bring the topic to life by anticipating the reader's questions, and showing why 
the reader should care or want to know more. 
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3 The writer seems sincere, but nol jilily engaged or involved. The resuil i pleasanl 01' even 
personable, but nOI compelling. 
• The writing communicates in an earnest, pleasing manner. Moments here and there 
surprise, amuse or move the reader. 
• Voice may emerge strongly on occasion, and then retreat behind general, dispassionate 
language. 
• The writing hides as much of the writer as it reveals. 
• The writer seems aware of an audience, but often to weigh words carefully oj' discard 
personal insights in favor of safe generalities. 
1 The writer seems indijJerel1l, uninvolved or dislClnced!i'om Ihe lopic and/or Ihe audience. As a 
resull, the wriling is lifeless or mechanical; depending on the 10p/c, it may be overly technical or 
jargonislic. The paper reflects more Ihem one oflhe follow ing problems: 
• It is hard to sense the writer behind the words. The writer docs not seem to reach out 
to an audience, or to anticipate their interests and questions. 
• The writer speaks in a kind of monotone that flattens all potential highs or lows of the 
message. 
• The writing may communicate on a functional level, but it does 1I0t move or involve the 
reader. 
• The writer docs not seem sufficiently at home with the topic to take risks, share 
personal insights or make the topic/story personal and real for the reader. 
Word Choice 
This trait reflects the wri ter's use of specific words and phrases to convey the intended message 
in an interesting, precise, and natural way appropriate to audience and purpose. The writer 
selects words that fit together like a puzzle and make an accurate mental picture. A dictionary 
and thesaurus are helpful tools for thi s tra it. 
A writer shollid do the followillg: 
• Use words that create a mental 
picture for the reader 
• Use powerful action verbs 
• Use adjectives that are as descriptive 
as possible 
• Use specific, not general, nouns 
• Use language that is natural and not 
overdone 
• Use slang and cl iches sparingly 
• Use words correctly 
• Avo id repetition 
• Be concise 
Qllestiolls for the writer: 
• Have I used some wo rds 1 love? 
• Can my reader tell what my words 
mean? 
• Did J use any new words? 
• Do my words make sense? 
• Did 1 try not to repeat words too 
many times? 
• My favorite word in the piece is ... 
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Word CIaOIee-Rubrie 
5 Words convey the intended message in a precise, interesting and natural way. 
• Words are specific and accurate; it is easy to understand just what the writer means. 
• The language is natural and never overdone; phrasing is highl y individual. 
• Lively verbs energize the writing. Precise nouns and modifiers create pictures in the 
reader's mind. 
• Striking words and phrases often catch the reader's eye--and linger in the reader's mind. 
• Cliches and jargon are used sparingly, only for effect. 
3 The language isfimctional, even ijit lacks punch; it is easy lo/igure alit the writer 's meaning 
on a general level. 
• Words are almost always corrcct and adequate; they simply lack flair. 
• Familiar words and phrases communicate, but rarely captme the reader's imagination. 
Still , the paper may have one or two fi ne moments. 
• Attempts at colorful language come close to the mark. but sometimes seem ovel·done. 
• Energeti c verbs or picturesque phrases liven things up now and then; the reader longs 
fo r more. 
1 The writer struggles with a limited vocabulCIIY. searching/or words 10 convey meaning. The 
writing reflects more than one o/these problems: 
• Language is so vague (e.g., It was a [111l time, She was neat, It was nice, We did lots of 
stuff) that only the most genel'3l message comes through. 
• Persistent redundancy distracts the reader. 
• Jargon or cliches serve as a crutch. 
• Words a .. e used inco .... ectly. sometimes making the message hard to decipher. 
• Problems with language leave the reader wondel'ing what the writer is trying to say. 
Sentence Fluency 
This trait addresses the rhythm and flow of language. The flow of sentences in a paper should be 
smooth and natural sounding. The sentences should make sense. There should be a variety of 
sentence pattel'l1 s and lengths. 
A writeI' shollid do the/ollowillg: 
• Read it aloud 
• Give the writing an easy flow and 
rhythm 
• Use complete sentences--any 
fragments must add to the meaning 
of the text 
QllestiomIor the writer: 
• Did I lise sentences? 
• How many sentences are in my 
piece? 
• Do my sentences begin in di fferent 
ways? 
• Did I lise long and short sentences? 
• Invite expressive oral reading of the 
tex t 
• Use different sentence structures 
• Use writing that sounds natural 
• Use di ffe rent sentence lengths 
• Combine very short sentences unless 
they are being used for effect 
• Use different sentence beginnings 
• Does it sound smooth as I li sten to 
it? 
Sentence Fluencv Rubric 
5 The writing has an eCl.IY f low and rhy thm when read aloud. Sentences are well buill, with 
strong and varied structure that invites expressive oral reading. 
• Sentences are constructed in a way that helps make meaning clear. 
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• Purposeful sentence beginnings show how each sentence relates to and builds upon the 
one before it. 
• The writing has cadence, as if the writer has thought about the sound of the words as well 
as the meaning. 
• Sentences vary in length as well as structure. 
• Fragments, if used, add style. 
• Dialogue, if used, sounds natural. 
3 The text hums along with a steady beat, but tends to be more pleasant 0 1' businesslike than 
mUsical, more mechanical than fluid. 
• Sentences may not seem artfully crafted or musical, but they are usuall y grammatical. 
They hang together. They get the job done. 
• There is at least some variation in sentence length and structure. Sentence beginnings 
are NOT all alike. 
• The reader sometimes has to hunt fOI' clues (e.g., connecting words and phrases like 
however, therefore, naturally, after a while, on the other hand, to be specific , for example, 
next, fi rst of all, later, but as it turned out, although, etc.) that show how sentences 
interrelate. 
• Parts of the text invite expressive oral reading; others may be stiff, awkward, choppy 
or gangly. Overall though, it is pretty easy to read the paper aloud with a litt le practice. 
1 The reader has to practice quite a bit in order to give this paper a fair interpretive reading. 
The writing reflects more than one of the following problems: 
• Sentences are choppy, incomplete, rambling or awkward; they need work. 
• Phrasing does not sound natural, the way someone might speak. The reader must 
sometimes pause or read over to get the meaning. 
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• Many sentences begin the same way--and may follow the same patterns (e.g., subject-
verb-object) in a monotonous pattern. 
• Endless connectives (and, and so, but then, because, and then, etc.) create a massive 
jumble of language in which clear sentence beginnings and endings get swallowed up. 
• The text does not invite expressive oral reading. 
Conventions 
This trait addresses the mechanics of writing, spelling, capitalization, punctuation, and 
paragraphing. It can also include proper format. Good editing is essential to produce a finished 
product. A paper correctly edited allows the reader to easily appreciate Voice, and Ideas, and all 
of the other traits. Editing should be done slowly and carefully to promote accuracy. A dictionary 
is essential. 
A writer should do the following: 
• Wait a few days after the piece is 
written, you will see the errors more 
easily 
• Don't always begin at the beginning, 
read it several times, starting in 
different places 
• Read s-l-o-w-l-y 
• Reinforce the organization with good 
paragraphing 
• Use grammar that contributes to 
clarity and style 
• Guide the reader through the paper 
with correct punctuation 
• Use correct spelling, even on 
difficult words 
• Use capitalization correctly 
• Enhance the readability of the paper 
with conventions 
• Provide a long enough piece of 
writing to show a wide range of 
skills 
• Proofread and edit the paper 
• Make sure any errors are intentional 
for stylistic effect 
Questions for the writer: 
• Did I use paragraphs? 
• Is it easy to read my spelling? 
• Did I leave margins? 
• Did I use proper punctuation? 
• Did I use capital letters where they 
were needed? 
CODVeJltioDl Rubric 
5 The writer demonstrates a good grasp o/standard writing conventions (e. g., grammar, 
capitalization, punctuation, usage, spelling, paragraphing) and uses conventions effectively to 
enhance readability. Errors tend to be so few and so minor that the reader can easily overlook 
them unless hunting/or them specifically. 
• Paragraphing tends to be sound and to reinforce the organizational structure. 
• Grammar and usage are correct and contribute to clarity and style. 
• Punctuation is accurate and guides the reader through the text. 
• Spelling is generally correct, even on more difficult words. 
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• The writer may manipulate convcntions--especially grammar and spelling--for stylistic 
effect. 
• GRADES 7 AND UP ONLY: The writing is sufficiently long and complex to allow the 
writer to show skill in using a wide range of conventions. 
• Only light editing would be required to polish the text for publication. 
3 The writer shows reasonable control over a limiled range 0/ standard wriling convenlions. 
Convenlions are somelimes hanel/ed well and enhance readability; al olher limes, errors are 
distracting and impair readability. 
• Paragraphing is attempted. Paragraphs sometimes run together or begin in the wrong 
places. 
• Problems with grammar or usage are not serious enough to distort meaning. 
• Terminal (end-of sentence) punctuation is usually correct; internal punctuation 
(commas, apostrophes, semicolons, dashes, colons, parentheses) is sometimes missing or 
wrong. 
• Spclling is usually correct or reasonably phonetic on common words. 
• Moderate editing would be required to polish the text for publication. 
I Errors in spelling, pl/nctualion, usage and grammar, capitalization, andlor paragraphing 
repeatedly distract the reader and make the text difficult to read. The writing reflects more than 
one o/these problems: 
• Paragraphing is missing, irregular, or so frcquent (e.g., every sentence) that it has no 
relationship to the organizational structure of the text. 
• .Errors in grammar 01' usage are very noticeable, and may affect meaning. 
• Punctuation (including terminal punctuation) is often missing or incorrect. 
• Spclling errors are frequcnt, even on common words . 
• The reader must read once to decode, then again for meaning. 
• Extensive editing would be required to polish the text for publication. 
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Appendix E: Michigan Educational Assessment Program (MEAI') Assessment Guide for English 
Language Arts Section 
Grade Level MEAP Assessment Chart 
English La nguage 
Grade Ans Social 
Level Readill2 W .. itilul Mathematics Science Studies 
3 X X X 
4 X X X 
5 X X X X 
6 X X X X 
7 X X X 
8 X X X X 
9 X 
Special EducatIOn students take either the MEAP 01 Ml-Access . 
Three Levels Qf Mi·AcceS8 
Functional Independence 
Supporte d Indepe ndence 
. ..\.11 :'.fi' .-\(CfH rE' ~ r ') IDP:l '5 U1'P Ext('uded GradE' 
Lfnl COnlf'u( [xpp((;uiom: for reading. miring, 
ID:llhemarin :'lUd o; rie-It('P 
Participation 
Correlation of MEAP Content Tested with Grade Level hlstrueted 
Gra de Level 2 3 
English La..n guage Arts -
Reading and Writing ~ --X + 
Mathematics + -x+-
Scien ce 
Soc ial Studie s 
Th~' En~Ustl L lm~u:lg~' Mh (EI.A) :l,S\.'SSll1cnt ln4:lool.'s 1~ IImlHpk-
dlOl(l.' {IUI.'Sl luns llniJ Ihr~'~' Ih .. m,~ th:u r\'quln .. students 10 \HH~' :I 
Clln_~\rucl~d,rcsrxln~c : 






Hl1kJrtr"J: wNI R'1','rtI/IR - Iksponsc til a SIOO;.' nl Wriling S:llllph..' 
H/'.I/Jllllj(' UJ !'tllr/ 'Ii R,' /utlflR S,.II·r llwI.1 
IJC\';IU ~\' c(lch prOmpt (cquin:~ a tUm.'(o,'nIIYPC or rcsfX1n~c, II\.'(\.· Is ~ 
)1.'1);lr:lh: Mowhl" ruhrl,' Inr \'1Idl or Ihl.' Ih(\',,: pmmpls In lhlll sulde, 
f/lll}:I',\ II /I) 
5 6 7 8 9 
X+- r x+- -X+ - x 
x+ I-X+- X + -x 
X +- - X 
~ I-X ~I-X 
Thl' RI'.'/1/1m(' If! tlu' Ihirnl Hrlltfwll S,'II-r li",!., I~ ~cllrl'd hy \WU 
IOdl·pl.'ndl.'nl SCi)t\'b U!'ilnS a lii:o;.polnt rubrk, IPUkl' ,It). ThI.' tWI) 
liC(lfl.'S On:' U\I.'r:1gl·d IQSCllwr for :I I(ll!ll pos~lb le 5C'0fI.' 01 lib: polnh 
IlII lhl' CXlcm.kd'~~r"n~~' Ill' l11 , 
Thl' studenl's scmI.' 0 1) Ihl' t): I~' ntll'd.rrsJJ Ull..~l' IIl'lll Is udd~'d 10 
IIw sludl'lIt's SCUr(' on Ih \: 25 llIulllplt'·tlwlt l· II cl1l ~ fM 11 101111 
p\l~II)I(I rtlw i'CO I't' ur 31 points un til(' III f:.h S(!hOlll lll'l\dlnJl, 
nS~h"llIl' nl , 
1\11 f\,')fllm)~'~ ,It\' )\~Jf\:d a~ rutJ!,h dmO, OIod /luI (i~ 1X,'hh\.-d pice\:) I" 
\\rhlllg, Rl.'wJ mill\: :lhoUllhc 1!:md.Sl.wlng pnl\\:~s IJn r:lge '(lr Ihl, 
l"ulde, 
InICAnU\,'d I~n~'bn 1.:tll l;ulI/ote ,\rls (1':1 .. \ ) Score-
,I "'"lIrt/;I' ~lImpcnl'oll lu r)' Mod!."" 
\\' rll'n~ 
The WrllltlnmtJI A'l1ttkll·(/)(t'jJ,"I I ;rpl'flt'llrt' ~m", Is :«:ilt\'d 
l\(lll~IJc:\lIy uslng:l sh.p"lnl .... · rhln~ ruMc. (I'ilkr 6J, 
The /(1'Jmftllff,: ulul HI1'r.'('';Ifg - Jk,f'OOM' I,' the SUKkm Wtillnll 
S:llllrlc I~ :o.mfl:d ba.~~'d upnn:1 Cour.p.)lnl .... ril lng rut>tk. (11I/J,1t' n 
1:'-1,'h plcc\.' of ..... rliing I~ ~coo:d 11)' IWI} Inu\'pcndl.'OI ~'(I rcrl\ , 
'l'he )C4ll'tS llrl' IIddl'eJ IOHc lh(>r rur :1 lola l pllS.~ lttlt' r:lw ltCOI't' or 
10 Iw lnls on lil t' IIIWl St'hool \\rll ln~ I'-"st'~mt'nl . 
l~ l'Ildhl R 
One p:u1 urtrn.' kcadln£ :l'M.'~~n1t:nll'onshl' of I\HI R'ad ln!, 
M.'lt.'t.'lluns llnll 2~ muUlplc..('hulrx \.'()n lpn..·hl.'nl'olun Ilt.'n1\ Ell.:h 111.'111 
I ~ w(lr1h un\' p'lint . 
The 1~ multlpk.choh,:".' IIt.'m~ ~'ln~ht tll ~ ..... lthio·I~·'(llh .. ms 
r'IJI{)wln~ CJt'h I\.' :ltl/nl!, .. cI~·l' llun , lind 7 l·w!> ... ·h!);1 Itl.'m,~, 
Tht.' :o.l'cllnd palll)f lho.: Kc.K1ln!t :1 ~ ,",,~~m~· OI . H~ ' ''~ ''l If' t(l thl' 
1'II}r,' /1 Nt'UI/{'IJ: ,1.,'/1'('1111111. j:o. 11 ~,(,I~~.I~''( 1 C4ln~I(U~II.'J.r~' ~p'ln"~' 
11\:111. 
1:1 ,A ~ t',,11.' ).(,' 411'\.' :0. rll'\' c:dt'ul :ltt!d h)' ll\'~'ral'-In" t:.lch Inllh'ldual 
:o.tUI,h'n\') h'rllliog Md \\'ritln[t ~t"I'C .... ·HO,·lI 1"-'1' .. . 1 ' ludent ..... ith.1 
~,'(1 (\,adlng seak <I.'O(\' anll n ;Ii(l(l .... 'rlUng ~"nk ~COl\' hall un f.1.J\ 
~l'Il I ~' ~c()n: or ~ I ~ ), 
EI ,A pl.'rfl)rm:low !c\I.·1 \'ul :!tt,'ilfl:\ at\: del ... rmln~'d hy :l\w;lglog l h~' 
~cak <:t'(ln.: CUb rllt fC:lJlng and v.ritin~ , 1~k..: lhl: MI!i\ I' Sc,..,..: 
C:IIl:8uriI.'S :tnu !knk' SCIlf\' Rang\: ~'h!l(1 ror I h~' Iligh S~'h()ill 
l\ sso,'$Smcnl on JXi!!C 'J or lnls Guldl.' .1 
Scali.' Sl'UI'\'S anll p:rfiltm:tn ...... k\'l'l~ lU''': hllih 1 00~l'n mlu llC('"I lunl 
wh.·n d~·ll·lmlnlng tI,.,· Inlcgr.ll\'tI I:I..A r)l,.'rfnrm:mC'1.' 1\'\\.'1. 
Th~' ,\1(,/ Mlchl),!:!n Sl:lndJnt~ (It.'rform:anc\.' Ic\d fnr the Inl':£"'I..:1I 
HI,A ((.t\' :lding liM Writln!!) S"fJr\' r.:qulr ... s sludl'n\S III :It'hkw al 
k:l,llh~' fJw il' k\d I,n IWIh Iht.· t~'adln!! :lnd ..... ntln!! lL~:o.l·~·ml,,-,nl~ , 
Thl' /:I !'r't'Ii,'(1 MlchlS:lI1 SI:tnd~lrd '\ p!.'rfnrmJ.nC\' 1~'\ i;' J fl)( Iht· 
Inle!!"lh:t1 m.t\ (lh 'mUnl! mill Wrllln¥) SCI\II\' tt.'qu ll't.' s ~ lutJcnt:o. Itl 
.It'hh:h' III 1!.'!l,t Ih~' "M MkhlC!;ln Si andal' .. h kId lin holl. Ih~' 
rc;Jdjn~ ond IHitior :lH\·SSI1'L1.'Ol ll, 
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ENGLISH HSA Reading l ..... '" Level 3, Lndcned Level 2. Endcned l .... el 1, Endorsed LANGUAGE Not Endoned Al BliSIC Level Met ,.1 Standards Elcceeded MI Slwi.rds 
ARTS (373-'~1 (.00-.29) (~) 1'-") 
HSAWriting le\-e( .. leve4 3, Endoned 1.eve12.Endorsed level 1. Endorsed 
Not Endorsed AI Bilk: Level Mel MI Stlndatds ElIoeeded MI SWld.rds 
1464-'~) (500-02lIl 103~.:l) 1554- 584) 
HSA 10llli ElA' Lovel. 1eY~ 3. Endotsed le't'&l2. Endcnod lOY« 1, Endor.sed 
Not Endonad AI Bl5k: l.e\IoI Mel MI St.-.dltds Excoodod MI St.\d.rds 
1410-41)0) (500-02lIl 1~74) 101H28) 
'1kr~ ~ 1,," Jns IlIlh~ Tlo.1 H.A S(l'ri r l(~M . Scill~ 5(('(cS lind 'rfurnUl1~c.I\,h·IJ (N tKllh r~·3t.hn .u.d I\rilln ;In.' ta1.~·n inlu !II.'wUni in dl'1~'mlmin th~ 
" 
& I 
I LA r.;rfllnlL1~\' Ic\d 
Appendix F: Need Assessment Survey 
Do you want your students to have more practice in writing? Please take time to fill out the ENGLISH 
ARTS NEEDS SURVEY. 
5' 6" 7' 
appropriate. What percentage of your students (in a grading period) has 
-~---....... -------~ 
SENTENCE CONVENTIONS: This is pllnCIl/alion, grammar, spe/ling, layo/lt, and capitalization. Is the 
sllIdenlllsing dialoglle, complele seillences correctly? 
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SENTENCE FLUENCY: 71,is is aboul thejlow oflhe lexl. Is Ihe sllldent using variolls sentence lenglhs in 
writing? 
WORD CHOICE: This is about using appropriale grade-level words 10 making wriling clear. Is Ihe 
sludenl developing and using vocabulCIIY Ihal indicales maillrily. 
VOICE: This is abolilihe individllalily oflhe writing. Is Ihe siudeillusing own worc/s, ways of e,VJressing 
in writing? 
ORGANIZATION: This is abollilhejlow oflhe wrilillg. Is Ihere a slrong beginning, middle, and ending 
10 Ihe sludenl 's wriling? 
IDEAS AND DEVELOPMENT: This is aboullhe main idea of Ihe wriling. Is Ihe sludenl sialing olle 
message or a/l over Ihe place in Ihe wrilillJ!? 
Reasons I'lli' weak \\ I'it ing 
sl-liis 
CUIIt..:nt Icdl'lalla\\s ale 
hindcting slllllents to e,ecell 







If you have a student with difficulty in writing, would you sugge t a tutor to the yes no 
parents? _(Circle one) 
Would you comm it to talking with the writing center teachers to design an IEPla plan yes no 
that is companion to your lessons for said students? Meeting. emails. etc. (Circle one) 
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Appendix G: MEAP ELA (total) results of years 2006-2008 
FALL 2008 STATEWIDE MICHIGAN EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT PROGRAM (MEAP) RESULTS 
Percent of Students by Performance Category 
PUBLIC - Total ELA 
Gr~d. Ye 03r "Included LtvtlS 1 & 2 1 Proficient or Above 
The 2008 MEAP statewide results indicate that there is at least 75% proficiency at average or 
above for the English Language Atts (ELA) portion of the testing. However, upon examining the 
holi stic grad ing of the prompt essay; and the other 2/3 involving read ing and writ ing 
conventions, the weighted average supports that writing proficiency is still lacking. With that in 
mind, writing proficiency; or the written portion of the MEAP is estimated at a 25% at Levels I 
and 2. This coincides with earlier reports that 3/4 of high school seniors are graduati ng with 
lower than average proficiency in writing and its pertained skill s. 
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Footnotes 
1 From "Map of Michigan highlighting Menominee County," by D. Benbennick, 2006. Retrieved 
June 13,2009, from 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Map_oCMichigan _ highlighting_Menominee _ County.svg . 
Adapted with permission of the author. 
2 From "Menominee County Map," by S. Wyatt, n.d. Retrieved June 13,2009, from 
http://michigan.2havefun.com/maps/menomineecounty.shtml . Adapted with permission of the 
author. 
